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Zoë De Luca (Conegliano, 1989) is a half Italian, half Anglo-German curator based in
Milan. Her activity mostly focuses on cross-disciplinary and archive-based researches,
analyzing and fostering new artistic practices. In 2011 she founded DIORAMA editions,
an independent editorial project; in the past 8 years DIORAMA has published a namesake magazine, books and artist editions, organised an online residency and showcased at international art publishing fairs. In 2014, together with artist Andrea Magnani,
she founded Siliqoon, an art label devoted to the production and the promotion of contemporary art; Siliqoon activities range from artistic residencies and exhibitions to
Trigger Parties, a monthly event that since 2016 invites artist and art professionals to
present and discuss their practice. In 2018 she launched PANORAMA Milano, a digital
archive of studio visits with artists based in Milan, that at present counts over sixty
entries. Member of Journalists’ Association’s Special Register since 2015, she wrote for
several magazines such as CURA., Day Off, Domus, Flash Art,, L’Officiel, ZERO, and she
often collaborates with other artistic and editorial projects.

EDUCATION
2018 International Curatorial Program at NODE Center for Curatorial Studies (Berlin/online)
2014 Course Curating on the Web at NODE Center for Curatorial Studies (Berlin/online)
2013 Bachelor’s Degree in Art Markets’ Comunicaton at IULM University (Milan, IT)

PROFESSIONAL SKILLS
Italian
Mother tongue
English
C1 (BEC University of Cambridge)
Spanish
B1 (DELE Istituto Cervantes)
German
Basic communication skills

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
2019-now Contributor at ZERO (Venice, IT)
2017-now Contributor at Day Off (Milan, IT)
2017-now Contributor at Flash Art (Milan, IT)
2017-18
Contributor at Domus (Milan, IT)
2018-now Founder and Curator at PANORAMA Milano (online)
2014-now Co-founder and Curator at Siliqoon (Milan, IT)
2014-16
Research Manager at Boiler Corporation (Milan, IT)
2014-15
Contributor at PIZZA Magazine (Milan, IT)
2012-15
Editorial Consultant for Gruppo C14 (Milan, IT)
2011-now Founder and Chief Editor at DIORAMA editions (Milan, IT)

Zoë De Luca

CURATED EXHIBITIONS
NEXT Group show at ADA (Rome, IT)
Group show at Galeria Fran Reus (Palma De Mallorca, ESP)
2019 URANIA at Sonnenstube (Lugano, CH)
ORRIDO 120, co-curated with Something Must Break at Swan Station (North Italy, IT)
2018 Family Drawings at Unit110 (New York, USA), contribution
Moon Bather at DAMA’s non profit section (Turin, IT)
The H.P. Collection at Operativa Arte Contemporanea (Rome, IT), contribution
2017 ONE OF US - The Cabinet at Giovanni Fattori Museum (Livorno, IT)
Glimmergate at Marsèlleria Permanent Exhibition (New York, USA)
NAUTILUS part 1 at Marsèlleria Permanent Exhibition (Milan, IT)
2017 1999 at Marsèlleria Permanent Exhibition (Milan, IT)
VESSEL guest/host at Plllla Plllla (maybe plants platfrom) (Milan, IT)
2016 LITTLE PAVILION PLANET at Operativa Arte Contemporanea (Rome, IT)
Laura Feral in the Well at Hangar MACAO (Milan, IT)
ASSULA at The Workbench (Milan, IT)
The Domestic Promised Land, co-curated with Parasite 2.0 at Atelier Clerici (Milan, IT)
2015 Pure Disclosure at Marsèlleria Permanent Exhibition (Milan, IT)
Vorrei Non Vederti Oggi Per Vederti Tutti Gli Altri Giorni at Mercatino Zuretti (Milan, IT)
2014 Bio Awake at TESCO (Faenza, IT)

CURATED RESIDENCIES
2019 ORRIDO 120 at Swan Station (North Italy, IT)
2017 Siliqoon Lab at Residenza Natali(Bologna, IT)
2016 Siliqoon Lab at Hangar MACAO (Milan, IT)
2015 Siliqoon Lab at Residenza Natali (Bologna, IT)
2014 Siliqoon Lab at TESCO (Faenza, IT)

TEACHING, TALKS, WORKSHOPS
2019 Class at Accademia di Belle Arti diBrera (Milan, IT)
Presentation for Words Are Stones (Milan, IT)
Talk for Supercondominio at Castello di Rivoli (Turin, IT)
Presentation for Kunstverein Braunschweig (Milan, IT)
Class for Flip Project at Accademia di Belle Arti di Napoli (Neaples, IT)
Talk for KooZA/rch at 58^ Salone del Mobile (Milan, IT)
2018 Talk for FY Foundation at West Bund Art & Design Fair (Shanghai, CHN)
Class for Sistemi Editoriali per l’Arte at Accademia Carrara di Bergamo (Bergamo, IT)
Book presentation for DIORAMA editions at Libreria Bodoni (Turin, IT)
Talk for Young Curators Residency Programme by Fondazione Sandretto Re
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2017

2016

2015

2014

Rebaudengo (Milan, IT)
Workshop for DIORAMA editions at Teatro Grande (Brescia, IT)
Talk at Affordable Art Fair (Milan, IT)
Book presentation for DIORAMA editions at Adiacenze (Bologna, IT)
Trigger Parties at Marsèlleria Permanent Exhibition (Milan, IT)
Class for Visual Arts’ Master’s Degree class at NABA (Milan, IT)
Talk for CAMPO by Fondazione Sandretto Re Rebaudengo (Milan, IT)
Class for Sistemi Editoriali per l’Arte at Accademia Carrara di Bergamo (Bergamo, IT)
Workshop for Rose Bouquet at Marsèlleria Permanent Exhibition (Milan, IT)
Talk for Trigger Parties at Marsèlleria Permanent Exhibition (New York, USA)
Workshop for An Archive Of Futures by IRA C & Domus at Triennale di Milano (Milan, IT)
Trigger Parties at Marsèlleria Permanent Exhibition (Milan, IT)
Talk New Ecologies for Urgent City at Palazzina Reale (Florence, IT)
Workshop for DIORAMA editions at Uovo Kids, Leonardo da Vinci Science
Museum (Milan, IT)
Talk Roaming ASSULA for Teatrum Botanicum at PAV (Turin, IT)
Talk Domestic Desert for Teatrum Botanicum at PAV (Turin, IT)
Portfolio reviews for Visual Arts’ Master’s Degree class at NABA (Milan, IT)
Workshop for New Ecologies by Urgent City at Palazzina Reale (Florence, IT)
Talk for The Fine Art of Reality at Creative Mornings (Turin, IT)
Class for Sistemi Editoriali per l’Arte at Accademia Carrara di Bergamo (Bergamo, IT)
Trigger Parties at Marsèlleria Permanent Exhibition (Milan, IT)
Workshop for DIORAMA editions at Uovo Kids, Leonardo da Vinci Science
Museum (Milan, IT)
Performance for When the towel drops by Radha May at Fabbrica del Vapore (Milan, IT)
Talk for SPRINT Independent Publishers and Artists’ Books Salon (Milan, IT)

2016 Fetish to Flow, selected essay for B-Research (Ita)
2015 Planetcare, research text for Qway (Eng)

PRINTED PUBLICATIONS (selected)
NEXT European Queer Curatorships, article for Nuova Corrente (Ita)
2019 Critical Collecting, interview with Antonio Coppola for ArtVerona (Ita)
Riccardo Beretta, interview for Day Off (Eng)
2018 Incompiuto: Nascita di uno Stile, review for Flash Art Italia 341 (Ita)
Inside: Luca Pozzi, The Grandfather Platform, interview for Flash Art Italia 337 (Ita)
Cao Fei, article for L’Officiel Italia May 2018 (Eng)
2017 Yvon Lambert, interview for Day Off (Eng)
2015 Independent Publishing, contributor for re/search, Agenzia X (Ita)
Riss(e) N.4, curator of the catalogue for Riss(e) Project Space (Ita/Eng)

INTERVIEWS AND TEXTS (selected)
2019 Pinners, Grammers and more in the thumbs up era, interview on KooZA/rch (Eng)
2017 Osservatorio Curatori: Zoë De Luca, review on Artribune #35 (Ita)
Five Words Interview to Siliqoon, interview on Fruit of the Forest (Eng)
2016 From Post-Natural to Eco-Contemporary, article on Medium (Eng)
Zoë De Luca e Andrea Magnani su Siliqoon, interview on Flash Art Italia 331 (Ita)
Le voci della Milano creativa. In un libro, interview on Artribune (Ita)
Forma Creativa, review on Rivista Studio 26 (Ita)
Zoë De Luca su PANORAMA, interview on Flash Art Italia 328 (Ita)
2015 Fludd Interviews / 56: Zoë De Luca, interview on Studio Fludd (Eng)

RESIDENCIES, PRICES, JURIES
2019 Curator in residence at Bi-residency (Milo, IT)
Curator in residence at Swan Station (North Italy, IT)
Juror for the annual Exhibition Open Call at Cotonfioc (Genova, IT)
2018 Finalist at Micro Curatorial Price by FY Foundation (Shanghai, CHN)
Curator in residence at Galeria Fran Reus (Palma de Mallorca, ESP)
Curator in residence at Balloon Project (online)

DIGITAL PUBLICATIONS (selected)
2019 Cleo Fariselli at Almanc Inn, review for Flash Art (Ita)
Sci-fi novel for ORRIDO 120 (Eng)
Daniela Zangrando inaugura il Museo Burel, interview for Flash Art (Ita)
58^ Biennale di Venezia, review dossier for ZERO Venezia (Ita/Eng)
2018 Yvette Mutumba on the Berlin Biennial 2018, interview for Domus (Ita/Eng)
Nico Vascellari, ten years of revolution and coherence, interview for Domus (Ita/Eng)
Elaine Cameron-Weir, futurist alchemist, interview for Domus (Ita/Eng)
Benni Bosetto at ADA, review for Flash Art (Ita)
Andrea Magnani at Giorgio Galotti, review for CURA. (Eng)
2017 Giulio Scalisi at TILE Project Space, review for Flash Art (Ita)
Publishing as an Artistic Toolbox: 1989-2017, review for Domus (Ita/Eng)
The Others, interview for Domus (Ita/Eng)
Glimmergate, fictional text for Qway (Eng)
Zoë De Luca
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Selected Projects

ORRIDO 120

24.02.19 - 03.03.19
Swan Station, Italy
Co-curated with Something Must Break
Residency and group show by Monia Ben Hamouda, Benni Bosetto, Lisa Dalfino
and Sacha Kanah, Cleo Fariselli, Michele Gabriele, Andrea Magnani, Valerio
Nicolai, Luca Pozzi, Federico Tosi
ORRIDO 120 is the first artistic residency and exhibition co-curated by Something
Must Break and Zoë De Luca, and hosted by Swan Station. The invited group of artists was asked to live and work in a hostile environment for a certain period of time:
they inhabited the surroundings of an imposing natural hole that digs a mountain,
swallowing its rock wall at 700 meters above the sea level. Here they spent their time
studying, producing and installing artworks; amulets of reality disseminated not to
get lost in the icy forest around a wood cabin.
Documentation by Something Must Break
Fictional text by Zoë De Luca
Hosted by Swan Station
In partnership with Flatland by O Fluxo www.ofluxo.net/orrido120

Art Viewer
CURA.
Tzvetnik
Earth Science
ATP Diary
Zoë De Luca
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(heavy gusts of wind)
You thought you’d better change the skylights at your very first visit to the attic.
In the apartment, everything was in good condition overall, except those skylights.
They were rickety, poorly painted. You peered at their blotchy surface and wearily noted it.
A few weeks later, while gliding through the hills, you wondered when was the last time
you spent a weekend up there? Was there still snow?
Once you finished unpacking, you wandered through the mementos scattered around
the house. A magnifier, a deck of cards. A deer figurine with a missing antler.
The caper on the garden wall was alive and well, despite the still icy temperatures.
After a while you went back inside to check the phone you left to charge.
That’s when you found out it was already coming.
It had been on the news for months, and although its trajectory had been established,
many thought it was a hoax. A massive, fast hoax about to brush the exosphere.
(clumsy finger snapping)
The next day you woke up early, loopy from waking up in a bed you forget falling asleep
in. The sky rectangle in the wooden wall was livid, yet oddly bright.
You stopped on your way to the kitchen to take a better look.
You lingered by a daddy long-legs spider swaying between the curtains,
looking like it pretended to be dead.
That was the moment the house started to tremble.
(increasing distant drone)
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Witnessing the rush from over a stone wall,
you realized the grievous doubt was not exclusively yours.
It got darker.
Everybody froze in the middle of their actions and stared at the sky, waiting for the impact.
But instead of a bow shock, what struck everything was the ceasing of the earthquake.
The phone you were squeezing inside your pocket began to vibrate.
It was slowly shifting away, continuing its journey away from us.
The unusual darkness persisted, now illuminated by hundreds of screens.
The mass became a small spot in the sky again,
making way for us to see what made the darkness continue.
A solar eclipse.
You walked home, pleasantly stunned by the unexpected phenomenon.
The eclipse was a long one.
It felt like the calm after the storm.
The day after, you scrolled the newscasts again. It was still dark.
They said the impetuous transit caused the alignment.
That harmless pearl, the sight of which had been so reassuring only few hours ago,
had now altered its orbit.
You put your cup down, and looked out of the window.
The red eye in sky looked back at you.
The caper bush blossomed, meanwhile accustomed to the darkness.

You ran outside, holding your now useless phone, and rushed down to the village.
The ground was shaken by a faint regular vibration.
The sky turned more and more reddish as you walked down the hill.
Its shadow seemed incredibly close, for being still so far away.
Its glare was now an outlined presence.
Howls spread from the woods’ black silhouette, overlapping the ground’s constant buzzing.
How its transit escalated in speed, we still do not fully understand.
They knew it would have interacted with the our magnetic field,
but no one had predicted it would have been so strong.
Virtual simulations showed how the metallic mass would have intersected our revolution,
yet no rendered image ever depicted it as immense as it was now growing beyond the horizon.
Getting closer to the village, another noise accumulated with the drone.
The wailings of the wild were now replaced by human ones.
Hundreds of people screaming and rushing around the streets.

Zoë De Luca
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Selected Projects

FAMILY
DRAWINGS

21.12.18 - 03.01.19
Uni110, New York
Co-curated with Lucia Leuci
Solo show by Lucia Leuci
Unit110 is pleased to present Family Drawings, Lucia Leuci’s first solo
project in the United States, in collaboration with Zoë De Luca. The work
consists of drawings in a poster format, pasted with glue, soil and rose
flowers over the windows and the walls of the exhibition space. The little
girl becomes a mother, the mother was a little girl. Family Drawings represents scenes of motherhood. Bold black brush strokes and incisive signs
create sharp contrasts, pointing at the truth, the lie, the beautiful and the
ugly. Leuci is drawn to female figures: she depicts the deep bond between
mothers, daughters, and sisters - the meanings and experiences that are
handed down through generations. She is interested in the shared ancestral experiences; somatic and psychic characters that are present and
more developed in our ancestors. What does it mean to be a mother, an
artist, a feminist? Family Drawings continues previous works by Lucia Leuci, that appear both personal and political by expressing intimate feelings
toward the maternal. She challenges patriarchal assumptions and societal notions of mothering, restructuring their narration. Working across a
range of media, Leuci conveys her own feelings of feminist motherhood
and sisterhood in late modernity.

Text by Amelie Meyer
Zoë De Luca
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2-3-4-5.11.18
DAMA non profit section, Turin
Curated with Siliqoon
Residency and solo booth by Ohlsson/Dit-Cilinn
Moon Bather is the show consequent to a production in collaboration with a
network of selected artisans and companies. Ohlsson/Dit-Cilinn, artist duo
consisting of David Ohlsson (1985, SWE) and Dit-Cilinn (1983, SWE/TH), was
hosted in Milan while collaborating with Siliqoon’s network of companies.
This experience originated a new corpus of works that ahve been exhibited in
the no-profit section of DAMA, Turin.
In Ohlsson/Dit-Cilinn’s work natural processes merge with conceptual and
sculptural gesture. The duo explores diverse subjects as mythology, ecology,
secular spirituality, altered states of consciousness and sexuality in an often
visceral manner. They are most well-known for reframing the nature-culture
polarity in installations and ritualistic performances. Moon Bather is a gynaecologic throne, traced on the vertebrae natural form and designed as human
scale host for genital and anal moonlight tan. This set implies the human
presence, encouraging an amount of possible narrations that revolve around
the fluidity of bodies: different scales permeating each other, unstinting
spins between night and day, rationality and dissolution. The installation features a littoral environment that suggests an oniric drift, rousing planetary
awareness as well as suggesting countless acknowledgments; Moon Bahter
floats between layers of meaning, leaving all perspectives open, fullfilled by
its own vagueness. Ritual technology clashes into the inner elegance of this
luxurious island of dirt. An organic garment leads to the use of the bone seat,
waiting for a moon beam to triumph. As Alejandro Jodorowsky described
in Psychomagic " I look for my femmininity, and therefore I raise my legs. A

transparent tube, about forty centimeters long, comes out from the god’s
legs. I decide to give up without resistance, so the god can introduce the tube
between the sex and the anus, at that point of the perineum that the tantra
calls chakra muladrhara. [...] The god kneels between my open legs and begins to penetrate me. Its organ rises along my spinal column until I feel it
entering the brain. My conscience explodes ".

Art Viewer
ATP Diary
Zoë De Luca
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GLIMMERGATE

03.05.17 - 02.06.17
Marsèlleria New York, New York
Curated with Siliqoon
Group show by Meris Angioletti, Simon Belleau, Joel Dean, Luca De Leva,
Zoe De Luca, Alessandro Di Pietro, Attilia Fattori Franchini, Colin Foster, Martin Kohout, Sofia Leiby, Caitlin Macbride, Andrea Magnani,
Alexandra Noel & Naoki Sutter-Shudo, Libby Rothfeld.
Gimmergate is a group show of drawings inspired by Qway 2nd issue
(DOWNLOAD), an online publication devoted to understand our times. It
consists in a post-truth inspired collaborative short fiction, illustrated
by a group of artists, who were asked to draw a scene of the story each,
without reading it first.
Published by Siliqoon
Written by Mattia Capelletti, Zoe De Luca, Andrea Magnani
Edited by Tyler Considine
Illustrated by Meris Angioletti, Simon Belleau, Joel Dean, Luca De Leva, Zoe
De Luca, Alessandro Di Pietro, Attilia Fattori Franchini, Colin Foster, Martin
Kohout, Sofia Leiby, Caitlin Macbride, Andrea Magnani, Alexandra Noel &
Naoki Sutter-Shudo, Libby Rothfeld

Zoë De Luca
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Facts

1

It was on our first real date, while strolling
along the riverbank, that we noticed the water’s
slow, steady rise. The phenomenon occurred every
night, flooding the surrounding vegetable gardens, lifting the improvised shacks up on their four
plastic jerry cans. In the afternoon, those shacks
stuck in the mud, marking this new landscape so
profoundly that they became the main tourist attraction. Like many other people that evening, we
watched their reflections in the gentle waves. On
the bank’s north side, crammed among the houses,
there was a broad and crowded Venice Beach-style
boardwalk. As children, we used to run among
the palm trees in a sort of giant slalom, in which
each bench was first the start and then the finish.
On the south side, the bank opened onto nearwilderness, interrupted only by a farm, probably
abandoned. That day, even with our weary Sunday
pace, we found ourselves unconsciously zigzagging through the trees and slouching against the
low granite wall, talking about how our lives away
from the province had made us overly sensitive to
sincerity. It was the time of the year when, before the streetlights go up and the sun goes down,
the city is suspended in a natural, lukewarm, clear
light. I saw it for the first time in your eyes when
we were talking about the French Revolution and
you told me about the almost accidental birth of
the modern definitions of right and left. We woke
up in Milan the next morning, far away from that
river which during the night had violently flooded the entire town.
Zoë De Luca

Opening Statements

I dump all my paperwork on the tabletop
and collapse onto the big
worn, dark wood chairs.
I like to get to the courtroom early and reorder
my papers one last time.
After years of practice,
I’ve developed a very creative approach to doing
so, a method by which I
force myself to mess up
and reorganize my paper
countless times, always
with different parameters.
This forces me to invent
new points of view, to reunderstand a case and to
develop a new thesis, to
develop an argument that
could change even my
own perceptions. Every
trial is a complex skeleton. My work is just to
outline the muscle necessary to move it into
one specific direction:
the sentence. The background chatter of this
nearly packed courtroom
makes my movements
faster and more accurate;

2

The evening before a
trial, I always like to order
Chinese food and stay in
the office until late. Eyes
closed and with my back
arched on my Herman
Miller chair, I go over
every single detail of the
case. I slowly run through
every single step, several times and always in a
different pattern. In my
mind, the words flow,
at first gently coursing
through my imagination,
then advancing rapidly, creating huge whorls
of limitless, inconceivable diameters. And I, as
a small part of something
bigger, I do my work
with a mantric rhythm
of a perfect complexity.
My approach to the trial
is like a surfer’s practice.
I study the dynamics of
the currents. I train hard
up to that point in which
action is so blended with
context that I can allow
myself to stop thinking
and just feel it flowing,
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17.03.17 - 14.04.17
Marsèlleria Permanent Exhibition, Milan
Curated with Siliqoon
Residency and double solo show by Antoine Renard, Libby Rothfeld
1999 is the show consequent to the second Siliqoon Lab, an independent residency program aimed at the production of new works in collaboration with a
network of selected local artisan companies. The artists Antoine Renard and Libby Rothfeld were hosted by MAMbo at Sandra Natali Residence and Xing/Raum
in Bologna from the 19th to the 30th of September 2016. This experience originated a new corpus of works that shaped the exhibition.
Slithering through a system of signs, gestures and symbols, Antoine Renard and
Libby Rothfeld’s productions – usually more distant from each other – have here
found a convergence point, bonding though those historical compression that
arose from language path.
Libby Rothfeld’s pieces are composed by four set designs made with different
materials and objects, and based on ambiguous classifications. The trace here
is double: some of them are identifiable everyday things, worn-out and suggesting curious narratives; others are mysterious assemblages where all details
may look familiar, but their entirety make them uncontextualized. A chain of
works with many degrees of separation, linked to each other by labile details;
every element is taken from both local and global collective imaginary, as result of cultural compressions that are owing into totemic-arranged icons and
playing with our trivia. Here every subject encloses multiple stories, shifting within eras and characters, towards the slippery solution of all its parts.
Many-sided presence also come into view in Antoine Renard’s works, where the
focus is indeed more addressed to human entity: its transient nature ripples
against many sides, from plasm-like body casts surfacing the floor to videos
shot during drone flight over a graveyard. Even the iron cross resemble a votive roadside shrine, sprinkled with wax and papered with Rothfeld’s surreal DIY
flyers or ads. The collision between organic materials and industrial manufacture culminates in a kinetic sculpture that draws on a glass, splattering it through
an oily loop. Gestures gather every work, no matter if they’re living or mechanic,
sleek or decayed. 1999 is a show of balance and compromise, not only because
of the dichotomies implied in a two-person show, but because it discloses how
predisposed and partial our gaze is on the processes of time, an the experience
in which the past is the herald. All pieces are autonomous yet related, revolving
around each other, generating a theatrical maze in which every perspective funnels part of its tension. Both videos and stained glasses are all windows of the
same Medieval church.

Art Viewer
O Fluxo
Tzvetnik
ATP Diary
Zoë De Luca
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Once Tyler and Elisabetta arrived in September, there were eight of us living in the
Predabissi house, the one of my dead maternal grandmother. No one leaves their
room except for passing through the central hallway, which is considered a "neutral
zone". From there we collect the mail and the numerous home deliveries, paying close
attention not to overlap. The most cautious of being seen is Maree, whose attitude is
inferable also by her very pure online presence.
At 10:20 am the bell rings for the first time. I push the computer away from my belly
and get off my bed quickly. It should be the fig jam I ordered from a website of an
ecovillage near Fujisato, a place which is considered from many as the birthplace of
the first hikikomori. From the peephole I can’t see anybody, but I notice that under my
slippers there is a white A4 sheet with a small blue writing on it:

I bend to pick it up - dangerously moving my barycenter backwards - and while
walking towards my room I notice two other lines on the back:

From the absence of receipts or stamps I infer that someone must have simply pushed it under my door. I throw it on my pillow and, placing myself in front of my computer again, I share this discovery with the others.
Reynart views the message, I see him typing.
Reynart: but what is it? An invitation or what? Did someone order it?
Wanda: ahAhahhhaha
Me: Maybe they hold my jam hostage, ahaha
Mirco: Top! Let’s go get it back! ;)
After spending last night on tradingmania.it, Mirco’s proposal almost seemed a
plausible option and even though it took me the whole day to convince Gabriel and
Martina as well, at 9:45 pm we are all pressed into the hallway, ready to get out for
the very first time that year. Everyone except Maree.
Outside the impact of the fresh air was pleasant and after 15 minutes we turn compactly onto via Martiri Oscuri. We walk over the entire street, up and down at least
five times. Maybe because of the darkness, (all the lampposts seem to be out of
order) or maybe just because of our homesickness, but the number 3 seems to
be missing. Silently, we decide to go back, walking alongside the green modernist
buildings all the way back to the landing. From the half-open door a roundy face
peeps out with a mild smile.
"Hey guys, I’m Maree. Come in, hurry up."
Zoë De Luca
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NAUTILUS
PART 1

08.02.17 - 03.03.17
Marsèlleria Permanent Exhibition, Milan
Group show by Mishka Henner, MALAXA (Alicia Mersy and Tabita Rezaire),
Luca Pozzi, Elena Radice, Clement Valla, Guan Xiao

"Captain Nemo, this is a library that would do credit to more than one continental palace, and I truly marvel to think it can go with you into the deepest seas."
[...]
"Did your study at the museum afford you such a perfect retreat?"
"No, sir, and I might add that it’s quite a humble one next to yours. You own 6,000
or 7,000 volumes here..."
"12,000, Professor Aronnax. They’re my sole remaining ties with dry land. The day
my Nautilus submerged for the first time under the waters I purchased my last
volumes, my last pamphlets, my last newspapers, and ever since I’ve chosen to
believe that humanity no longer thinks or writes. In any event, professor, these
books are at your disposal, and you may use them freely."
This dialogue from Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea was a reference point
in Georges Perec’s Brief Notes on the Art and Manner of Arranging One’s Books, in
a chapter dedicated to the challenge of keeping a limited number of volumes
in one’s library. According to the author, the dilemma is about how to maintain the selection of books not to miss recent publications of interest, neither to loose essential publications from the past: clearly, the only solution is
a constant update of the library, an endless struggle for a satisfying balance.
Perec’s book was published in 1985, three years after his death and many
years before the evolution of the web as a common research and archive tool.
Back to Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea, Captain Nemo was not only a
character relating with the topic of the ultimate archive, but his motivation
to travel the world on board of the Nautilus - seeking revenge for oppressed
and forgotten communities - leads us to globalization, another issue of culture in recent times. Thinking of transformation not as a transition but as a
stable, unavoidable condition, NAUTILUS Part 1 aims to display this idea of fruition driven necessary compromise: a - obviously limited - number of artists
and artworks dealing with the contemporary notion of tradition and memory,
world history record and reconstruction, fruition through linear time.
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Nautilus Part 1

Mishka Henner’s work is focused on the role of photography in our immaterial and hyper-connected contemporaneity, reflecting on how these characteristics are changing our visual experience. Astronomical (2011) is a publication in 12 volumes documenting a scale model of our Solar system,
proposing itself as an editorial measurement unit. Every page corresponds
to a million km, for a total of 6000 pages; the first one portrays the Sun, the
last one Pluto. Almost every page is printed in cosmic dark black, cold and
solitary, which is rarely interrupted by planets, satellites or asteroids belts,
rendering a tangible yet surreal portion of our space. The perspective shift
challenges our measurement sense of the so-called finite world, that gets
now easy to handle.
Malaxa is a Tel Aviv (occupied Palestine) /Johannesburg (occupied Azania)
based office run by Alicia Mersy and Tabita Rezaire. MALAXA’s work explores decolonial aesthetics and political resistance through digital culture,
celebrating African and Middle Earstern powers, struggles, identities, and
standards. MALAXA provides non Euro-centric art direction, digital imaging,
visual research, video making and styling, challenging our white supremacist capitalist cis-hetero patriarchal normative visual culture. She power(s)
(2017) is an "homage to all the woman who have fought, loved and inspired people
and continue to do so as they spread their light in this world. To them and countless
others, whose names or stories have been lost, Malaxa gives thanks and remembrance. She power(s) is a wall of resistance; when standing in front of it you should
praise, pray or meditate." All women portrayed in the site-specific wallpaper are
Souad Al- Shammary, Shadia Mansour, Suzanne Cezaire, Queen Afua, Queen
Nzinga, Pepper LaBeija, Audre Lorde, Meriem Hassan, Marsha P. Johnson, Lisa
Nicole Lopes, Iron Chanu Sharmila, Brenda Fassie, Harriet Tubman, Djamila
Bouhired, Ulrike Meinhof, Cecile Fatiman, Angela Davis, Benazir Bhutto, Assata Shakur.
The work by Luca Pozzi was born at the crossroads between anthropology
and technological progress: his works range from installations and multimedia performances, augmented art and quantum physics, exploring the relationship between signifier and significance and, doing so, actualizing the
artistic approach of Renaissance Humanism. SU Detector (2016) and Làputa
Pyramid (2017) are two works emblematic for his practice, focused on the theories of T.O.E. (Theory of Everything) and on the analysis of the single phenomena linked to it. Through the use of magnetic fields and symbolic elements
and materials, both works represent the symbiotic evolution of human mind
and its discoveries, trying to catch its essence and defining it in ended works - but sensible to updates and variations to which they are unavoidably
subjugated.
Elena Radice often grounds her practice on visual and auditory perception
of space, starting her research from the storytelling of the user condition,
exploring both its theoretical and aesthetic point of view. FreeCanon / ControversialFreedom (2015) is a free canon polyphonic choir composition, which
texts are haiku coming from the tweet trends of the end of 2014 and the beginning of 2015. This translation of form and context analyses the nature of
the contents published on social media from a different point of view, calling
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into question its weight and function through a vague documentation and a
lyrical and ethereal representation. The site-specific installation is composed by an immersive seat for one or two people at a time, where it’s possible
to enjoy both the music track and the text, the score and the instruction to
sing it, joining the choir if you like.
Surface Proxy (2015) by Clement Valla is a vast sculpture group composed by
prints on linen wrapped on milled foam structures. The subjects are architectonical and sculptural elements, dating back to French Middle Age, now
housed in different museums in New York and Providence. They have been
selected among thousands other fragments as they bear visible wear signs,
created by the passing time in non-optimal conservation situations and by
the massive transformation of the group they were parts of, and the subsequent amputation of the single pieces. The technique with which the artist
recreated ideal copies of the subjects are filmed from different angles and
afterwards 3D-modelled through photographs triangulation. This technique,
originally invented by a French mathematician in 1849, is oddly linked to medieval artistic concept, as it was developed to elaborate really accurate copies from a safe distance and, in doing so, keeping the attention more on the
role of the artist than on the subject itself.
Guan Xiao puts at the core of her work the call into question of the individual and his/her existence in a system of information, space, time, logic
and technologic influence. The historical material of which she makes use is
almost an escamotage, a starting point to confront herself with the limited
knowledge of the surrounding world. Cognitive Shape (2013) is a video tryptic
where the artist explores the countless influences and inspirations coming
from human history and culture, in the try of consistently representing the
liminal space where the artist is working, as locally static but globally connected. The synesthetic approach wants in fact to elude the geographic and
temporal barrier, acting as a commentary of the external world reading, but
recycling the same images.
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LITTLE
PLANET
PAVILION

09.12.16 - 11.02.16
Inside the solo show by Parasite 2.0
Operativa Arte Contemporanea, Rome
Group show by Giovanni Delvecchio & Andrea Magnani, Joe Hamilton,
Ugo La Pietra, Nicolás Lamas, Gino Marotta, Brenna Murphy, Rick Silva,
Anna Solal, Ettore Sottsass, Superstudio, with a textual contribution by
Riccardo Benassi
LITTLE PLANET PAVILION conceived its name from Music From A Small Planet,
a BBC documentary dated 1983 and dedicated to the history of the music
selection engraved on the Golden Record that, in 1977, was launched on board of the space probe Voyager, as an anthropological proof of life on earth,
intended for extraterrestrial life forms or future generations. Following the
path of this suggestion, the group exhibition disseminated between the
two blue screens created by Parasite 2.0 for The domestic promised land: the
desert, the net and the bones, first solo show of the collective, presents itself
as an exploded time capsule, as a platform for reflections on the history of
nature and of the human species, and the research of a dialogue between
those two in every future alternative. The two chroma key pavilions host
some of the most emblematic artworks of the Italian radical school, alternated with the same amount of followers of the international contemporary
panorama, creating a taxonomic sequence of prospectives and proposals
of vision. The artworks resulted from different generations, from the one of
Ettore Sottsass (1917) to the one of Anna Solal (1988), and they are aligned
by similar questions; the practice of young artists acts as a joining link
between the 60s and 70s avant-garde experimentations, whose exhibited
works come from the unreleased private collection of Carlo Pratis and the
contemporary research of Parasite 2.0.
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Little Planet Pavilion

Saturn Aureola (2013) by Giovanni Delvecchio and Andrea Magnani, unique
work connecting art and design, stands out as an antenna beyond the profile of the hosting pavilion, linking the multidisciplinary artworks from the
various rooms. It’s a coat hanger thought to trigger new domestic rituals,
a stylized solar system that merges the astrology with the daily gesture,
reconsidering the interpretation through new queries: what happens if we
hang the coat in Scorpio?
Anna Solal approaches sculpture in a similar way, loading her works with
an identity and autonomy that flows into the Object-Oriented Ontology. Her
practice is based on the urban exploration and on the research of industrial
production objects: these are then deconstructed and inserted in new organic assemblies. The results of this meticulous process, as Bird (2016), are
rough and delicate creatures, daughters of the anthropocentric age.
The research is also a starting point for Nicolás Lamas, whose practice
is largely based on the manipulation of pre-existing objects, that interact
between them in a dynamic and often paradoxical way. The Structure of the
Wild (2016), in turn, is a time capsule: a shock absorbent suitcase containing bones from different mammals, almost perfectly set in their respective
compartments, in pursuance of a balance between history and technological evolution.
Also Joe Hamilton in C3H6 (2016) uses a protective small suitcase, imprinting on its surface some adhesive prints whose subjects range from the
second to the third dimension. The artist makes the collage his main medium to structure digital landscapes, as a result of a comparison with the
photographic research, the archiving problems and new compositional solutions that reflect the current human condition, overwhelmed by data and
suspended between the options.
The digital landscape is the same topic dealt with by Rick Silva, that with En
Plein Air (2012) resumes to the pictorial technique, quintessentially expressionist, filtering it through the peculiarities of the digital language. Silva
travelled in several Countries for two years, rendering and converting many
landscapes into GIF; the collection can be consulted on enpleinair.org, while
in the exhibition they are displayed in the form of a video, in which every
digital transfer is preceded by its own geo-localization, date and time.
Nearly 50 years beforehand Ugo La Pietra was creating a similar temporal
leap, combining visionary projects with historical ages that are distant from
them: Progetto per un video comunicatore (1968) speculates on the virtual social media concept, imagining a confessional where it is possible to leave
video messages for the community and publicly answer to the ones previously recorded by other users.
The concept of a potential world influences also the psychedelic imagination of Brenna Murphy, whose multimedia work is focused on the creation
of synesthetic environments that go effortlessly from vibrant digital videos
to complex site specific installations. Garland Terraform (2014) is an example
of how Murphy combines 3D print, laser cut on poly (methyl methacrylate)
and airbrush to create Arabic and timeless architectural shapes, small middle-earths between virtual and reality.
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The syntactic matter, assembled in an interlocking manner, is also the basic
element of Gino Marotta’s creation, who since the sixties, portrays nature
at the maximum of its sculptural synthesis, sublimating the structure. Here
the monumentalisation of bio and zoomorphic cut-outs as Pantera Perspex
(1968) and the other shapes that crowd his artificial paradises, represent a
pioneering approach to the pure Neo-Materialism.
The concept of the interlocking constructions includes, from the start, the
grid, net and module. La Montagna Lontana (1971) is part of a large series of
Superstudio and constitutes one of the most emblematic portrayals of the
super-surface and of the photomontages of the radical architecture collective, that from 1966 and 1978 questioned every rational approach to analyse
the tension of humanity with the world and its history and to suggest alternatives.
Riccardo Benassi relates directly to this key figure, collaborating with Gianpiero Frassinelli from Superstudio in his essay, the volume Attimi Fondamentali (Mousse, 2011). Published during the exhibition at the Marino Marini
museum in Florence, the book includes texts by Franco ‘Bifo’ Berardi, Liam
Gillick, Markus Miessen and Alberto Salvadori, each of which approaches
the always open query of the anthropological conscience in different ways.
Emblematic is therefore the sixteenth point of the chapter "Irrational Functionalism", wrote by Benassi in the book: "Note that the difference between the
landscape outside the vehicle window and the one outside the window consists in
the velocity with which they change."
Ettore Sottsass completes the picture, ironically reflecting on the relativity
of time and on the awarding of value to the icons of the modern society; Piccolo altare sontuoso ed economico per la venerazione di divinità storicizzate (1968)
works as a paradoxical reminder of the anachronistic pavilion, transforming
it also into an altar.
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LAURA FERAL
IN THE WELL

22.10.16 - 20.11.16
Macao Hangar, Milan
Curated with Siliqoon
Residency and group show by Derek Di Fabio, Colin Foster, Maria Gorodeckaya, Anna Solal
Laura Feral in the Well is the group show consequent to the third Siliqoon
Lab, an independent residency program aimed to the production of new
works in collaboration with a network of selected local companies. Derek
Di Fabio, Colin Foster, Maria Gorodeckaya and Anna Solal were the artists
invited in the residency at Macao, Milan from the 3rd to the 23rd October.
In this period they visited artisanal businesses and worked in Macao’s
spaces finalising a new corpus of works that shaped the final exhibition.
The third edition of Siliqoon Lab put into practice a new residency model:
instead of hosting the invited artists for a period of time dedicated to research and design, which would have later evolved into an exhibition, this
time every phase of the experience was condensed into 20 days of intense
work. The artists spent almost three weeks visiting artisanal companies,
working in the spaces of Macao while a selected team of students from
NABA was supporting them. According to Siliqoon Lab’s aim, the whole
experience originated a corpus of works based on the artists’ individual
research, characterized by a shared aesthetic sensibility and approach.
All works exhibithed somehow deal with the conceptual dualism of wildness and fragility; rough and powerful elements are processed through poetic rigorous handiwork to render the complexity of all many-sided
subjects of the respective speculations.The result is a chain of means
shifts, a call into question of daily life imagination where all original roles
are undermined.
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Laura Feral in the Well

Two relevant topics on the practice of Derek Di Fabio are the narration
beyond objects and the concept of tableaux vivant, which he explores
through their material and performative prospectives. The main element of his installation is a drawing carved on the surface of a plastic
inflatable mattress, solidified by bamboo canes and backlighted with a
red neon: the drawing is the detail from a scenography Chinese dragon
digged in Macao’s basement, here reproduced as an asleep mythological animal in a built to scale mise-en-scène. Another organic element
is a group of tentacular glass sculptures, laying upside down on soft
bases; three of them have left the group and are now crouched inside
a wooden box, a collaborative piece with Colin Foster, looking for a new
hideaway. The glass sculptures, which are backlighted too, are filled
with Kombucha, a fermented tea produced through the use of a symbiotic colony of bacteria: the liv- ing mass floates over the water, pending
between internal and external, protagonist of a fragile, surface living
that will change throught time.
Colin Foster’s sculptures are narrative, furniture-like structures that
are equipped with electronics, hard- wares and evocative found objects.
These sculptures draw their strenght from meticulos combinations of
materials and functions. The one exhibited is a metaphoric bedside, a
cabinet of curiosities that holds several objects, neatly settled in different units: each of them is locked to the surface of its compartment,
suggesting that who’s sleeping next to this night table is an anxious
person seeking for a secure, worry-free rest. Every element of this collection, from the led candle to the incense bowl, is a relevant part on
this sleep-encouraging setup. The whole structure is planned to enable
the sleep cycle and its oniric outcomes: a mesmerizing altar devoted to
the exploration of attention spans, dream and concreteness. A second
cabinet hosts Derek Di Fabio’s glass scultpures, enhancing their parallel seek for safety. The whole sculptural group, as well as the water loop
work, is a process piece that deals with the same dualism of relaxation
and incitement, offering itself as a contemplative entity, outcome of an
accurate manufacture.
Maria Gorodeckaya’s works are focused on ideas of subjectivity, gender and on the multitude of shades and issues gravitating around those topics. She explores values of desire and pleasure, translating them
into synthetic installations, texts and performances. The work she presented for Laura Feral is a custom- made fragrance that mixes organic
and chemical elements, aimed to recall character of a white heterosex- ual man, enclosed in a hand blown-glass asshole perfume bottle
alluding to the fragility of its bearer. The other piece in the show is a
pierced, pastel banner where embroidered formative narrations alternate with feminist quotes and symbols: together with doodles, ribbons
and jewellery they all sprinkle over the blank cloth’s body, scoping "female" imaginary. The result is a traction between prurient and fragile
traits, that mirrors a vicious cycle of norm-driven powerful and weak
dispositions that Gorodeckaya investigates.
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Anna Solal assembles are made of trash cut-outs, decontextualizing elements of industrial objects and sewing them back together;
her choice of humble materials is the result of an endless wandering
through urban environments and their secretions, looking for potential into every item’s story. Her production often includes drawings,
which she generates on a daily basis to structure her vision and to
detect obsessions. The results are dirty and tender, carefully nestled
shapes, often recalling advertising symbols that leverage on collective
imagination to be identified and on metaphysic composition to be reinterpreted. Solal’s weaves together pop and survivalist features, producing mysterious objects: every structure is a compromise between
naive figuration and total abstraction, challenging the viewer to find
its own interpretation of this quilt of details; here every segment continuously melts into something else, preventing the eye from laying over
something familiar.
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ASSULA

07.06.16 - 01.07.16
The Workbench, Milan
Group show by Alterazioni Video, Invernomuto, Rachele Maistrello, Filippo
Minelli, Giovanna Silva, Delfino Sisto Legnani, Nico Vascellari
The exhibition builds upon the thoughts that the French botanist, entomologist and landscape architect Gilles Clèment signed in his Manifeste pour
le Tiers paysage, published in 2004 after a survey he ran in Limousin for the
Centre international d’art et du paysage de Vassivière. The book discerns a
new branch from the Planetary Garden, Clèment’s previously coined concept,
according to which the Earth, just like an artificial garden, is a closed and
measurable space that evolves under the eye of the human species, and
that we must take care of; this Third landscape - undecided fragment of the
Planetary Garden - is the sum of the areas in which man abandons the changing landscape in the only nature. Sometimes, these pieces of territory are
landscape glimpses where anthropic settlements have been ungracefully
dropped off, forcing the adjacent nature to face their intrusion; sometimes
they are tiny plots of land survived to the surrounding urban advancement,
now resting in total forgetfulness. Just like those wavering fragments, Italian landscape is itself a pastiche of interferences. Unheeded features that,
through their neglected presence or the unexpected relationship people create with them, are outlining a new awareness, both social and aesthetic.
ASSULA (Latin for ‘fragment’) highlights some points of view on this alternative landscape, showing what lies in the interstices of our territory and
how some of these unforeseen intersections are affecting our visual and
experiential culture.
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Since 2006 the collective Alterazioni Video (P. Barbieri Marchi, A. Caffarelli,
Masu A., G. Porfiry and M. Erenbourg) carries on a project on the Incompiuto
Siciliano: with this term Alterazioni Video refers to a series of publicly commissioned architectural works which have never been completed and are
spread throughout Italy, particularly in Sicily. To date, the mapping counts
over 600 findings and aims to investigate this urban phenomenon, already
as well rooted in the national heritage as in the collective imagination, to
enunciate the status of architectural style - unconscious, but unavoidable.
Intervallo (2009) is a video that shows some of the modern ruins, overlaying
the slideshow with the famous RAI Interval motif, which in the 70s replaced
advertising by offering the audience of the state television some monuments and views of Italy.
Invernomuto (S. Bertuzzi and S. Trabucchi) investigates the audiovisual discipline, often by filtering it through their place of origin, Vernasca (PC) where nature and popular culture are intertwined in an over ten years lasting
discourse that the duo develops in numerous languages and reading levels.
Teastas Mor (2008) is the name of a solo exhibition created for the Galerie
Patricia Dorfmann in Paris, where Invernomuto exhibited a series of works
focused on the imagery of their region of origin. In particular, the works recounted the natural-artificial pairing given by the presence of structures of
Seconda Fondazione, an association for role playing in medieval costumes,
and of the local urban landscape, where architectural details often replicate
natural elements. The three works on display (Corteo Storico II, Royal Boundaries, and Lounge Area) analyze this invisible link between different eras,
tradition and subculture, reality and fiction.
Once Were Warriors (2015) is a project developed by Rachele Maistrello and
based on the figure of Alessia, a Venetian teenager fond of cosplay. The
corpus of work is divided into a series of portraits of Alessia, dressed in
self-made costumes and immersed in various picturesque views of the area,
accompanied by an audio track in which the girl reads a list of words of her
current vocabulary, interfusing Manga slang with Italian. The last part of the
project is a photographic triptych, in which Maistrello created the templates to scale of three Manga heroines and then installed them on the waters
of the river Piave, liquefying the contemporary Japanese culture in a geographical place of great historical value, and recounting this world between
ideal and reality.
"Padania exists. It is a territory in northern Italy without national borders, but defined by political and business actions." This text introduces the Padania Classics
site, a research project by Filippo Minelli, who since 2010 has documented
the architectural oddities scattered throughout the Po Valley by reviewing
malls, post-modern churches, industrial zones and palm groves. The archive, including authorial shots and reports collected through a Tumblr account, is endless: 1000 of Minelli shots were collected in the Padania Classics
Atlas (2015), divided into 18 chapters and introduced by infographics and
critical texts, recounting the Macro-region through the stereotypes which
‘the North that works’ has unconsciously created in the last three decades.
Nightswimming: Discotheques in Italy from the 1960s until now (2014) is a project
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of Chiara Carpenter and Giovanna Silva, developed for the 14th International Architecture Exhibition, that analyzes the anthropological and social
dimension of Italian nightclubs which, scattered across the country over
the past fifty years, are slowly disappearing. On the one hand because of
closures and urban redevelopment, on the other because the idea of a place
consecrated to clubbing is not rejuvenating; the economic and social evolution has strongly influenced the concept of popular national entertainment,
thus modelling the scenario. The project consists of the book, which includes photographs by Giovanna Silva and a series of interviews to DJs, architects and intellectuals, and the video, in which the same pictures follow one
another, accompanied by a trace of Stra.
Developed from Seminato, an intervention presented at POMO in 2014, the
installation bt Delfino Sisto Legnani presents a focus on the sown (or Venetian terrazzo): a common flooring in Northern Italy, especially in Milan,
as rich and old as casually used. The only work in the exhibition featuring
an aesthetic analysis, the work consists of a print of handmade mosaic on
materials with opposite peculiarities, and of a mirror which, calling on the
observation of the pattern from unusual perspectives, gathers the raw material of the study. The work is completed by a steel chisel, picked up by the
photographer while reporting on clashes between police and black bloc, during the opening of the EXPO on the 1st of May, 2015.
Autoritratto HCVV (2014) is a neon sign with the initials of the words ‘Hardcore
Vittorio Veneto’ which Nico Vascellari saw written on the walls of his native town during his adolescence. Originally installed at Codalunga, a space
opened by the artist in 2008 right in Vittorio Veneto, the neon is a both geographical and existential work, combining many pivotal points of his research. The cross illuminated by devilish hues recalls his musical influences,
just as the dynamics of the province of Treviso, isolated and tedious, which determined his radical activism in a culturally decentralized place. This
work is the sum of various emblematic symbols of a multiannual research
of the artist, of the confrontation between humanity and territory, individual
and community, cult and globalization.
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PURE
DISCLOSURE

10.04.15 - 10.05.15
Marsèlleria Permanent Exhibition, Milan
Curated with Siliqoon
Residency and group show by Alessandro Agudio, Daniel Keller, Andrea
Magnani, Timur Si-Qin

Pure Disclosure is the group show consequent to the first Siliqoon Lab,
an independent residency program aimed to the production of new works in collaboration with a network of selected local companies. Result of
a project that started out in 2014. Siliqoon invited Alessandro Agudio, Daniel Keller, Andrea Magnani, and Timur Si-Qin, to work side by side with 13
companies, representatives of the Italian artisan excellence, hosted by Casa
Natali/MAMbo, and Spazio RAUM in a residency in Bologna. This experience
originated a corpus of works based on the artists’ individual research, characterized by a shared aesthetic sensibility and approach. The works appear
as postcapitalistic products, presented following commercial promotional
logics, thus creating a friction with their spiritual, critical, ironic nature. The
space within Marsèlleria is made up of an itinerary which, between hybridization and disorientation, invites to a consideration on the mechanisms of
visual culture and the related fruition criteria. Frozen in their antinomian
substance, artifice and nature, marketing and culture are discerned and superimposed.
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Pure Disclosure

Exactly one year since the residence in Bologna, the works designed by the
artists in collaboration with a network of selected artisan manufacturers
from the Emilia-Romagna province, find their position within the Milanese
space of Marsèlleria Permanent Exhibition. Siliqoon’s first residency comes
to completion testifying its over territorial format: the contamination between a group of artists, both Italian and international, and a decentralized
cultural and production pole. An analogy draws the involved crew together,
proving a greater meaning beyond the sum of the parts: Marsèlleria, place of
contemporary culture and domicile of Maison Marsèll, Siliqoon as art label,
and Pure Disclosure as the outcome of a production incubation. The exhibited works recall the rethorical products of contemporary reality, globalized
and interconnected, validated both by the communication strategies typical
of a business context and by their own intrinsic aura, in contrast with the
aspect of post-capitalistic consumer goods. Afterall isn’t the immateriality,
the omnipotence and the fluidity of the internet from which the involved
artists draw and to whose aesthetic they wink an almost divine entity? This
metaphor leads back to the transparency of the production process which
fully manifests itself through the whole project and that entails a perceptive
disorientation within Marsèlleria. As a matter of fact the exhibited works
overstep the common cosmetic exhibition approach although they iconically represent its universe. Through this alienation they therefore reflect the
conception mechanisms of contemporary visual culture in its theoretical
and consumptive paradoxes. Pure Disclosure stages a representation of indentifying rituals and shared narrations, and a reproduction of objects that
hint at a part of the whole, forcing the observers to acknowledge it or to consider what they sees differently, taking a step towards the previous notion
of objet trouvé. Four complementary elements that represent self-concience
through speculative identifications, from the beginning of human history to
the estrangement from its very own essence, and reflect the asymmetry of
the nature of the synthetic, between actual and virtual, need and desire.
Alessandro Agudio’s work originates from the observation of social contexts and the relative lifestyles, typical of the 70s and 80s Western middle
class, specifically in the North of Italy. This comparison with reality that surrounds us aims to the plastic abstraction of his artistic character: attentive
to form and its potential lure made of colors and odours, the artist recreates polifunctional furnishing totems rich in details, posing as witnesses
of possible interchangeable scenarios, familiar but aseptic. Interior design
is deprived of its positivist charge, dissected and transplanted elsewhere,
allowing the product to fullfill its dream of hybridizing with art. The outcome
is an alien conglomerate of gimmicks. The original traits and features, like pastel colors and house music, make the platform attractive, yet it connects and
separates, becoming more and more estranged from its lost meaning.
Daniel Keller has always been interested in production strategies and technological evolutions that condition progress and human activism. From
his activity in AIDS-3D to the direction of Absolute Vitality Inc., Keller has
explored the relationship between art, ecology and economy, their geopolitical effects and the relationship between the corporations that take part in
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generating value. Essential element in his works is the filter of online and
digital reality which exponentially amplifies every futuristic cogitation and
diversifies the facedown generation through new original and autonomous
languages. This kind of attention is revealed in the exhibition through a series of tagclouds weaved in technical sportswear material, already produced
for DIS Magazine and exhibited here on panels and on mannequins. Furthermore, the displayed elements are in communication with live, organic
material: the Spirulina Platensis.
In Andrea Magnani’s production each work is born and evolved as a startup
in which the product’s design is altered, kneading consumer and fruition
logics with magical tradition. Similarly to Agudio, inorganic sensuality is
emphasised and everyday objects are charged with inventive and narrative
power. In this case, though, the iconical references refer to labs rather than
their antechambers. Within this space, the ongoing rituals are frozen in a
lived disarray enrichened by a brand identity where symbols are meant
as architectural agents of the language, extensions of matter. What convalidates it all is the graphic choice, between corporate redundance and
therapeutic reiteration, which, after all, is the subject of this hypothetical
coulisse. Following researches on Mystical Urban Trekking, this trasfiguration of matching athletic accessories reflects rituals linked to the wellbeing: the statement is ongoing.
The focus of Timur Si-Qin’s works is the interpretation of every artifice as
nature’s indirect product, therefore being its own element in all respects:
reality is an entropic ecosystem with no distiction between nature and culture. According to this neomaterialistic conception, Si-Qin wonders about
the relationship between objects and the story they represent by putting
in contact formally disconnected and distant concepts, able to establish a
cross-sectional point of view. The artist creates hypercommercial environments dominated by oleographic advertising images, able to trigger neural
stimuli that translate to consumption. Similarly to work groups that have
precedently portrayed stock images or conserved replicas of archeological artifacts, his work now translates into advertising displays. Leds and
plexiglass frame the first, original Peace logo by Premier Machinic Funerary;
Through 2014 the artist developed several variations on this theme, tied by
the leitmotiv of organic transience counterposed by the persistence of petrochemical (re)productions.
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VORREI NON
VEDERTI OGGI
PER VEDERTI
TUTTI GLI ALTRI
GIORNI

25.09.15 - 11.10.15
Mercatino Zuretti, Milano
Curated with a collective of artists and curators based in the Centrale Area (MI)
Group show by Pietro Agostoni, Alessandro Agudio, Benni Bosetto, Barbara and Ale, Costanza Candeloro, Giovanni Delvecchio, Rebecca Di Berardino, Derek Di Fabio, Michele Gabriele, Marco Gobbi, Diego Gualandris,
Lorenza Longhi, Andrea Magnani, Beatrice Marchi, Cristiano Menchini,
Matteo Nasini, Margherita Raso, Riccardo Sala
I was sprawled on the beach while I waited for them to return from their canoe ride. The heat was nourishing my skin and the devices were scattered
all over the towels. That rapacious-like rock, those dried-out and plastics
algae, all of it threw me back to September 25th, or even earlier, to the
14th. The first time of our team had been there(?), a year earlier. YSL Ltd.
had written us a long and detailed e-mail inviting us to a meeting. They
would have had provided us with all the necessary means. ALL EXPENSES
COVERED, written just like that. 3 out of 7 had answered immediately, the
others the following day. 5 had said yes. 2 had said no. Sometimes I think
about those two. I see them now, getting closer to the shipwreck that once
was the "Chrisso." I suspect it transported oil. Nothing too polluting even
though it had tended to be, back in the day. I hadn’t even noticed it that
day, because of the misleading sunset above us. In the following months
we designed like crazy things that had nothing to do with that pinkish
landscape. Now I ask myself if, somehow, that smooth feeling was present.
None of us had ever designed or been part of a project like that before. We
kept trying to crank out something decent, even without being asked. The
whole operation was certainly curious and widely commented on by the
media, both field focused and not. An interesting article on thedajary.com
challenged classically held views on the subject, comparing the product
to a social experience, not in the moment of its actual use, but from its
very origin. I admit I agree with them somehow, given that something had
led us back there, a year later. I got on the kayak and began paddling to
reach them. I was well-trained, it didn’t take long.
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BIO AWAKE

09.10.14 - 09.11.14
TESCO, Faenza
Curated with Siliqoon
Residency and group show by Iain Ball, Enrico Boccioletti
Bio Awake is the name of the startup which has been theorized in "Amore e
Lifestyle nell’era dell’uomo Bio-Preparato" (Love and Lifestyle of the Bio Prepared
humans era), the imaginary book arisen from the collaboration between
the American Defense department and the Zen master Taisen Deshimaru.
The document hypothesizes the launch of a new company employed in
the mass-commercialization of edible bio-plastic and in vibration with
the neuro-marketing oriented economical fields. A memo-sensible material with multi-performance characteristics fully created through a process of mystic-synthesis of the Nori seaweed. The business canvas clearly
carries, as value proposition, the assisted and systematic creation of an
evolving advantage of the material interpreted as "species". A kind of homosustainable torsion. Such advantage can be realized involving the timing-evolution possibilities related to the organic sea tissues. A transformation processed through "smart" additives, susceptible to the iPad app
vibrations. At the moment this system is used, in its beta version, in the
Indo-Pakistani softwar, or as a concept, for the packaging of some experimental yogurt with zero impact. The shared work among the technicians
from the Defense department and Deshimarui outlines a future where the
process design embodies the market trends and, acting as an Indian wizard, listens and consequently influences the several orientations. It is
the paradox of the anthropologist’s action applied to capitalism. Iain Ball
and Enrico Boccioletti, wearing the shoes of two young businessmen propose a series of variations about the subjects the book proposes.
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